
THE REVOLUTIONARY MIND:
WHEN THE EARTH WAS CENTRE OF THE 

UNIVERSE



“They” used to believe that the
Sun goes round the Earth…

But we know that the Earth goes
round the Sun….

Because we are so clever
and “they” weren’t…



Across 2,000 years, Christianity has grown from a tiny community of disciples gathered around a village 
miracle-worker, Jesus of Nazareth, to a world religion counting over two billion members. In its early 
centuries, Christianity achieved a phenomenal growth rate: it is estimated that it had hit roughly 30 
million followers by AD350.















Because of Paul, Christianity severed its 
Jewish origin and became a gentile religion….





The Church Fathers:  brilliant men, living at different times 
in the early years,  who used reason to interpret the Gospels, 
and incorporated philosophy in their attempts to understand 
Jesus and God. 
Their teachings, after 1500 years, remain valid for many 
Christians – and are utterly rejected by other Christians.





The Immaculate Conception is the conception 
of the Virgin Mary free from original sin by virtue of the 
merits of her son Jesus Christ. This ancient doctrine was 
confirmed by Pope Pius lX

God Became Man: The Incarnation
Christ Died for Us: The Redemption
Christ Rose From the Dead: The Resurrection
Christ Returned to His Father: The Ascension

The Holy Ghost is God and the third Person of the 
Blessed Trinity.

God is three divine Persons- the Father, the 
Son, and the Holy Ghost..

An angel is a pure spirit, that is, an angel has no 
matter, no body. Each angel is a person, and has a mind 
and a will like ours, but angels are of a nature higher 
than ours.

The Church's teaching about the authority and ministry 
of the Pope within the Church places, also by the 
express will of Christ, that authority and ministry 
at the very center of her hierarchical structure. 

Original sin says that everyone is born sinful. This 
means that they are born with a built-in urge to do bad 
things and to disobey God. It is an important doctrine 
within the Roman Catholic Church.

Purgatory is an intermediate state after physical 
death in which some of those ultimately destined for 
heaven must first "undergo purification, so as to achieve 
the holiness necessary to enter the joy of heaven,"



And… a very REAL intellectual challenge……



Gnosticism was a heretical version of Christianity that burst on 
the scene primarily in the second century and gave the 
orthodox Christians a run for their money. And it seems that 
some scholars look back and wish that the Gnostics had 
prevailed.

Gnosticism  was a heretical version of Christianity that burst on the scene primarily in the second century 
and gave the orthodox Christians a run for their money.

















in 476. Romulus, the last of the Roman emperors in the 
west, was overthrown by the Germanic leader Odoacer….



The city of Rome sank into ruins, but its Bishop claimed to be St. 
Peter’s successor and therefore the Father – Papa, or Pope – of The 
One Christian Church.





Byzantium/Constantinople: the repository of Greek and 
Roman Civilization…. Where the Emperor was Head of 
the Christian Church













“Saint Thomas teaches that God allows 
the just to be tempted to show them 
the greatness which grace bestows on 
them.”











To keep itself going…. every Revolution requires an external or 
internal enemy, real or deliberately imagined……







A very real enemy to 
Christianity…..



April 20th 1453















The Revolution Against the Church of 
Rome







The cross was not hard enough









In 1823, Joseph Smith said he was visited by an angel 
named Moroni, who told him of an ancient record 
containing God's dealings with the former inhabitants of 
the American continent. 








